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Tables 3 and 4 of the memo have fists of buffer functions. Table 4

then averages buffer widths within and across the funct.ions.

I suggest consideration of removing certain functions from the tal1y
One reason is that the approach apparently assigns equal weights to
the various functions, when you may not really mean to do that.
Similarly it implies equal concern for the various functions, equal
benefits, equal impacts, and so on.

Act.ua1ly f coul-dn't replicate the averages, nor figure out how you
reffected the ranges of Tabl-e 3 in the averages of Table 4. So maybe
you did weight them.

The second reason for removing some is that you may not want to have
to answer for them. Questions might well- be:

What is the role of this function in the nearshore? (Obvious for
streams but not clear next to tidewater for some, maybe all).

Given a virtuous no-net-l-oss goal, t.here's a need to know today's
function level for each item, perhaps for each kind of nearshore
and fevel of occupancy. Then a need to know what serves that
function's permanency best; maybe a buffer, maybe not.

Another tier of questions has to do with what we really mean by
"function"? Is it what we measure inshore from the bank, where
buffers lie, or is it 'habitat' on the beach below, or i-s it the
welfare of biota down there, from invertebrates to fish?

A couple of people pointed out t.hat much of the county doesn't
have buffers yet, certainly not wide ones, though the shore has
developed, and habitat alteration hasn't been detected. Does
this mean that we haven't fooked? We}1, we have, sort of. The
nearshore habitat.,/stressor i-nventory led to concl-usions that



recent stressor levels have been benign, on a with/without (lack
of association) basis. Perhaps one can draw amount-of-buffer
hlpotheses from that daLa, though I'm not sure anybody has tried.
Now, would before /afLer comparisons produce similar resui-ts? Do

we have technically acceptable detection protocols for change in
buffer functions tike microclimate? If not, how do we justify
buffers at al-l, much less their widths?

Some examples: Humidity (microclimate) in upshore places. ImportanL
along headwater streams, ro.l-e doubtful above the tides. Shade also,
though its usefulness to stream biota has been vigorously questioned.
Sediment filtration, desirabfe along streams, fray be unwanted by tidal
beaches. Pol-l-utants are misnamed in your literature: They are
generally nutrients wel-l used in forest streams, LWD is welcome to a

certain, unmeasured degree in backcountry slreams. So how much of it
do we (or anybody else) want from buffers? How much and how often can
it be expected to fafl to the beach?

I said that wildlife habitat is interesting. First, let us try to
name two mammafs whose we1fare depends primarily on near-tidal
upland- Even one for whom near-tidal vegetation is obligatory for
survivaf. (I know of four marine birds that nest inl-and from the
beach, one of them in pockets in bluffs). In general, near-tidal
upland habitat is identical to that farther inland. And, in general,
it is not shown that buffers are superior to residential properties
for wildlife. fn fact, a Seattle-area study has shown that the
variety of wil-dlife species is qreater in near-urban than in woodland
areas.

Perhaps we don't really intend buffers to be on-site windfalfs for
upland critters, but rather to enhance organisms' welfare on beaches
and in tidal waters. With leaves angli-ng down to supplement wrack, or
insects bee-lining to tidewater. These things happen of course, but
do they come more fufsomely from buffers than from landscapinq? And
are they in short supply that limits beach biota, Lo the detriment of
what? Salmon? Another protocol probl-em.

No pub cited in the memo answers these questions. The papers all
point down freshwater garden paths. Which supporls my sugqestion that
some of the tidewaLer buffer functions in Tables 3 and 4 be excused
from consideration in deciding buffer widths.

Well, there goes Brevity!

Best regards,

Don Fl-ora


